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Suppose that r is a group of automorphisms of the commutative ring R. In this 
note we investigate situations where the Jacobson radical of R is equal to the 
intersection of the r-invariant maximal ideals. This arose out of some work [9] 
on groups of semi-linear maps that required certain residually Engel elements to 
be actually Engel elements. In this situation the ring R above was a finitely 
generated integral domain generated by its group of units and r was cyclic, and 
under these assumptions positive results exist. We write n = n(R) for the 
nilradical of R and tty = nr(R) for the intersection of all the r-invariant maximal 
ideals of R (meaning R itself if none such exist). Further whenever r = (y) is 
cyclic we set n, = I+. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a commutative ring generated (as ring) by a finitely 
generated subgroup li of its group of units. If y is any automorphism of R normalizing 
U there exists a positive integer s such that n = ltys . 
In fact one can say more, particularly if R is an integral domain; n is then the 
intersection of only certain of the +/-invariant maximal ideals of R. The integer s 
of Theorem 1 cannot be dispensed with. For if k is any finite field and s any 
positive integer let R be the direct sum of s copies of K and let y be an automor - 
phism of R that permutes the copies of k transitively. Also R is generated by 
units, unless 1 k 1 = 2. However if R is an integral domain it seems possible that 
s can be chosen to be one. The best we have obtained in this direction is the 
following. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a jkitely generated integral domain generated by the 
subgroup U of its group of units. Let y be an automorphism of R normalizing U and 
set A = A&) = (u E U: ((y): C,,,(u)) < 00). Let S denote the subring of R 
generated by A. If either char R = 0 and S is algebraic, or char R # 0 and S has 
transcendence degree at most 1, then n, = (0). 
Notice that in Theorem 2 we could choose U to be the whole group of units of 
R since here this is finitely generated. In that case any automorphism of R auto- 
matically normalizes U. 
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The only result of the above nature that we have been able to find in the litera- 
ture is Lemma 5 of Roseblade’s paper [5] which states: if y is an automorphism 
of the group algebra R of a free abelian group of finite rank over a finite field then 
11, = {O}. Roseblade specifically asks whether r = (y) cyclic here can be 
replaced by I’ abelian since it would simplify his main proof. The answer is no. 
Let U be a free abelian group of rank 3 on the standard basis e, , e2 , e3 , suppose 
that J is any finitely generated integral domain and set R = JU. If 
Let r act in the natural way on U and hence by linearity on R. Then: 
THEOREM 3. If H is any subgroup of I’ offinite index k, then 
U f7 (1 + nH) > kZe, . 
In particular nH # (0). 
The group r in Theorem 3 is free abelian of rank 2. Note that if R is finitely 
generated we are essentially restricted to abelian groups r since the fact that the 
automorphism group of a finite field is cyclic, implies in this case that rjC,(R/n,) 
is residually cyclic and hence abelian. 
The fundamental step in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 is a reduction to the 
case where y has finite order. In Theorem 2 this implies we may assume that 
U = A, and so we have only to consider finitely generated subrings R of a 
global field. For such R we no longer require the assumption that the units 
generate R, see Lemma 3 below, but we still cannot relax the cyclicity of r. 
For example, let R = Z[$, i, 29 C C. (We include the 4 essentially only to 
make the units generate R,). Let r be the Galois group of Q(i, 21j2) so r is a 
Klein 4-group normalizing R. We claim that no maximal ideal m of R is r- 
invariant. For let S = Z[&] C R. Th en S = C,(r) and R is a free S-module of 
rank 4. If p is the rational prime in m then modulo pR we have that i has order 4 
and 21:2 has order dividing 2(p - l), this latter following from (2192 E S and 
S/pS ‘v GF(p). Thus R&R is semisimple and sopR is an intersection of maximal 
ideals of R, one of which is nt. Also r permutes these maximal ideals transitively 
(cf. the proof of [4, 5.2.61). Finally X2 + 1 and X2 - 2 both split over GF(p2), 
so / R/m / < p2. But / R/pR j = p4, so m # pR and ltt is not r-invariant. 
There is nothing special about characteristic zero here. For each prime p 
there exists a finitely generated integral domain R of characteristic p generated 
by its units (and of transcendence degree 1) with a (non-cyclic) finite abelian 
group r of automorphisms of R such that no maximal ideal of R is r-invariant. 
In general there may be r-invariant maximal ideals, but not too many of them. 
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The following was suggested by J. E. Roseblade in a private communication, 
which also contained a proof of the characteristic zero case (based in part on a 
remark in an earlier version of this paper), from which the proof immediately 
below does not significantly differ. 
Let R be a finitely generated integral domain and r aJinitegroup of automorphisms 
of R with t+(R) = (0). Then r is cyclic. 
For R is integral over S = C,(r), so R is finitely generated as S-module. 
It is also torsion-free, so R[h--l] is a free S[h-l]-module for some X E S\,[O). It is 
easy to check that r extends to R[h-l], that S[h-l] is the set of r-fixed elements, 
and that n,(R[A-7) = (0). Thus we may assume that R is S-free, say on the basis 
Xl , .x2 ,..., x, 
Let K be a quotient field of R and L the quotient field of S in K. Since R is 
integral over S we have K = L[R] = LR. Thus K = @ x,L. Also r extends to K 
and L = C,(r), so K is Galois over L, r = Gal(K/L) and 1 I’ ! = n. Let 6 E S 
be the discriminant of the basis x1, x2 ,..., xn. Then 6 # 0 by [IO, Chap. 2, 
Theorem 221, so there exists a r-invariant maximal ideal m of R with 8 +$ tn. Let 
n = S n tn. Then I = S/n is finite and 6 4 nR, so by [7, Section 5.3, Lemma 31 
the ring R/nR is semisimple. Also r permutes transitively the maximal ideals of 
R containing n (cf. [4] 5.2.6) and so m/nR is the only maximal ideal of R/nR. 
Therefore nt = nR. 
Now K = R/m is finite and, by the above, of degree n over 1. There exists 
x E R such that the canonical image x of x in k generates 12. sow f(X) = 
n,,,,(X - XY) has degree n and coefficients in S. It therefore maps onto the 
minimal polynomial of x over 1, which is separable. Thus the n elements of ?cY 
for y E r have distinct images modulo nt and so 1 r/Cr(R/m)i >, K But i r m= 
n = I Gal(k, Z)i. Consequently r s Gal(K/1) and therefore r is cyclic. 
It is not possible in Theorems 1 and 2 to weaken finite generation to finitely 
generated over a field. For example let F be a field with an element s of infinite 
multiplicative order and let y be an indeterminate over F. Let R = F[ y, y-l]. 
Let y be the F-automorphism of R determined by y?’ = XY. If nt is a y”-invariant 
maximal ideal of R for some positive integer s then m is generated b>- a unique 
manic irreducible polynomial .f( y) over F and 
f(Yy) = f (y)y$ = X’9degff( y) 
and a comparison of coefficients yields that m = R, a contradiction. Thus R has 
no y”-invariant maximal ideals for any positive integer s. 
Throughout p will denote a positive rational prime. The following lemma 
crystalizes out part of the proof of [5, Lemma 51. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a commutative ring generated by the jkitely generated 
subgroup U of its group of units and let y be an automorphism of R normalizing U. 
For each power m of a prime p set a(m) = pR + (Cry-“‘I - l)R. 
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(a) IfI is a set of primepowWs > 1 such that nmE, a(m) = (0) then n in = (0) 
where tn ranges over all y-invariant maximal ideals of R for which there exists 
m = pn E I such that char R/in = p and y acts on R/in as the n-th power of the 
Frobenius map. 
(b) If M is a set of y-invariant maximal ideals of R whose intersection is zero, 
then &, a(pn) = (0) where for each nt E M we set p = char R/in and n is chosen 
so that y acts on R/in as the n-th power of the Frobenius map. 
Note that in (b) for each nt there will be infinitely many possibilities for n and 
we just pick any one for each nt. If p # q are primes regard pa and q” as distinct 
prime powers. 
Proof. (a) Let m = pn E I. Let C be the torsion subgroup of U and denote by 
x the characteristic polynomial of y in its action on the free abelian group U/C. 
By elementary linear algebra 
(U : CUy-*l’) = 1 x(m)I. 
In particular R/a(m) is finite and by construction XY = x”& modulo a(m) for all 
x E R. Since y is an automorphism this implies that R/a(m) is semi-simple with 
all its ideals y-invariant. Thus a(m) is the intersection of y-invariant maximal 
ideals lit of R such that char R/m = p and y acts on R/m as the n-th power of 
the Frobenius map. 
(b) Let nt E M. Then R/in g GF(pt) f or some prime p and integer t and 
y acts on R/in as some power, say the n-th, of the Frobenius map. Clearly then 
a(p”) _C 111 and the lemma follows. 
Remark 1. Assume the notation of the above lemma and proof. If 1~ is any 
maximal ideal of R containing a(p”), n > 0, then R/tn = GF( p’) for some integer 
t dividing 4(1 C 1 . 1 x(p”)I), where 4 denotes the Euler function. For R/in is 
generated by certain j C / 1 x(p”)l-th roots of unity and the i-th cyclotomic 
polynomial of degree d(i) factorizes (if at all) over GF(p) into irreducible factors 
of a equal degree. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be an integral domain generated by the jinitely generated 
subgroup U of its group of units and let y be an automorphism of R normalizing U. 
Set 
A = AU(Y) and S = [A] 
the subring of R generated by A. For any prime power m = pn set 
a(m) = pR + (li’)‘-“’ - 1)R and b(m) = pS + (Ay-m - 1)s. 
If I is a set of prime powers m, almost all m f 1, such that b(m) # S for infinitely 
many m in I and $n,l,E, b(m) = {O), then nmel a(m) = (0). 
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Remark 2. If S is infinite, e.g., if char R = 0, then nnls, b(m) = (0) implies 
b(m) $1 S for infinitely many m in I since each S/b(m) is finite. 
Proof. Clearly we may assume that b(m) # S for every m E I. In particular if 
char R = p > 0 then I only contains powers of p. Thus let m = pn > 1 be a 
prime power where char R is 0 or p. We begin by describing a(m). 
U/A is torsion-free, so U = A x V for some complement V and we can write 
y in the form 
where 6 E Aut A, 7 E Hom( V, A) and 5 E Aut V. Set 
fJ m = (JY-nl , A, = Av-m = A8-m and v,, = Wm. 
IfaEAandvE Vthen 
(aq- = (fp%+,l-~, 
so AU, n V = V,, . Let X, be a transversal of V, to V, so X,, is also a trans- 
versal of AU, to U. Since y is an automorphism m > 1 cannot be an eigenvalue 
of y on the free abelian group U/A; whence U, A A = A,,, . In particular 
U,/A, is free abelian and U, = Am x W, for some complement W,,, . 
Set T, = S[U,,] = S[V,] = S[ W,] and 
c(m) = P T,,, + ( U,, - I ) T,,, . 
By a theorem of Roseblade [6, Theorem D] any transversal of A to U is linearly 
independent over S. In particular R = @IEXm T,x and 
a(m) = c(m)R = @ c(m)x. 
J&t 
Also by [6, Theorem D], we have T,,, is the group algebra of W,,, over S. Thus 
Tw = S 0 ( w,,, - 1) T,,, and c(m) = b(m) 0 (W,,, - l)T,,, 
Therefore a(m) = OZEx,(b(m) @ (W,,, - l)T,&. 
Let h be any non-zero element of R; X = &VXI.v where each h, E S and 
almost all are zero. Set Z = {nv I: u, z’ E V, 24 f v, X,h, # 01. Z is a finite set. 
We claim that Z n V,,, = o for almost all m in 1. For if otherwise there would 
exist u E Z such that J = {m E I: u E V,,} is infinite. Then nnlcJ V,, = <l), cf. 
[5, proof of Lemma 51 and 1 $2 by construction. This contradiction shows that 
K=={mEI:m fl andZn V,, = a} 
is cofinite in I. 
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Let m E K. Then we may choose X, to contain the support of h (={v E V: 
AU # 0)). Now f = fimeK b(m) is finite and S is an integral domain. Thus if 
f # (0) then S is a finite field and f = S, an impossibility since b(m) # S for all 
m ~1. Hence f = (0). There exists w E V with Aw # 0. Then there exists m E K 
with A, 6 b(m). Since we may choose X, to contain the support of A, we have 
h E a(m) only if each A, E b(m). Thus X $ a(m) and the lemma follows. 
COROLLARY. Let R, y and S be as in Lemma 2. Then n,(R) = (0) if and 
onb if n,(S) = (0). 
Proof. If n,(R) = (0) clearly n,(S) = (0). Suppose S is infinite and n,(S) = 
(0). Then n1 b(m) = (0) f or some set I of prime powers >l by Lemma 1, the 
notation being as in the above proof. By Lemma 2 and Remark 2 we have 
fil a(m) = {0}, whence n,(R) = (0) by Lemma 1 again. 
If S is finite it is finite field say of order pt on which y acts as the n-th power 
say of the Frobenius. Then b(pit+%) = (0) f or every positive integer i and so 
nT=, a(~~~+~) = (0) by Lemma 2. Hence n,(R) = (0) by Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. Assume the notation of Lemma 2 and suppose that y centralizes A. 
Then there exists a positive integer 1 depending only on R, U and y such that 
(a) z. char R = 0 and if r is any infinite set of rational primes then 
fL W) = @I. and 
(b) if char R = p > 0 and if N is any injinite set of positive integers then 
n HEN a@““> = to}. 
Proof. There exists a positive integer t, with t = 1 if char R # 0, and 
algebraically independent elements x1 ,..., x, of S (possibly r = 0) such that S 
is integral over T = [t-l, x, ,..., xT]. Then S[t-l] is a finitely generated T-module 
say on d generators. Set 1 = d!. If n is a maximal ideal of T there exists a maximal 
ideal ml of S[t-l] lying over n and if also T/n z GF(qn) then S/S n m, is 
isomorphic to a subfield of GF(qnl). 
(a) Clearly the intersection of the maximal ideals n of T such that T[n s 
GF(q) for some q E V, is (0). Hence fi m = (0) where m ranges over all the 
maximal ideals of S such that there exists q E r and a positive integer t dividing 
1 with S/m e GF(pt). Since y centralizes S it certainly acts on such an S/m as 
the I-th power of the Frobenius. Therefore nQElr b(qz) = (0) by Lemma 1. Hence 
nQEn a(qz) = (0) by Lemma 2. 
(b) The intersection of the maximal ideals n of T such that T/n G GF(p”) 
for some n in N, is (0). We obtain from Lemma 1 just as in part (a) that 
nnsN b(p”l) = (0). By the above b(p”l) $1 S for all n E N, so by Lemma 2 we 
have n& a(p”“) = (0). 
48I/56/2-I3 
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Proof of Theorem 1. R has only a finite number of minimal primes, say 
pi ,..., p7. Also y permutes these pi , so yri normalizes each pi . Since n = n pi 
it suffices to prove the theorem for each R/p, . Thus now assume that R is a 
domain. There exists a positive integer s such that ys centralizes d,(y). By 
Lemma 3 and Lemma 1 this implies that n,, = (0). The theorem is proved. 
LEMMA 4. If R is a $nitely generated subring of either a Jinite extension field 
of Q or the function field k(x) in one variable x over a finite field k, and if y is any 
automorphism of R then n, = (0). 
Proof. (a) char R = 0. Clearly y also acts on the quotient field K of R. Let 
L be the fixed subfield of y and D the ring of algebraic integers in K. Then y 
normalizes D and (y) is the Galois group of K over L. By [3, 9.2.71 there exists 
an infinite set 7~ of finite primes of L that remain prime in D. Thus {pD: p E r} 
is an infinite set of y-invariant maximal ideals of D. Since R is finitely generated, 
R C D[F] for some non-zero element h of D. Then 
(pD[X-l] n R: p E 7~ and h $ pD} 
is an infinite set of y-invariant maximal ideals of R. Since D[h-I] is a Dedekind 
domain we have n,(R) = {O}. 
(b) Char R # 0. The proof here is very similar to that of (a) using the 
appropriate function field version of [3, 9.2.71. This follows immediately from 
the Cebotarev Density Theorem (see [2, p. 1651 for statement). See also [8, 
Theorem 71. If y has prime power order it is exactly Theorem 3 of [I, p. 131. 
Proof of Theorem 2. In the notation of the theorem n,(s) = (0) by Lemma 4. 
Thus n,(R) = (0) by the corollary to Lemma 2. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let m be an H-invariant maximal ideal of R. Then Rltn 
is a finite field and U/U n (1 + in) is cyclic. Suppose V is any H-invariant 
subgroup of U such that lJ/ V is cyclic. We prove that ke, E V. This will complete 
the proof. 
Let x --+ x denote the natural map of U onto U/I’. Since all cyclic groups have 
a characteristic residual system with primary quotients we may assume that u 
is a p-group for some prime p. Now yk and 6’( act on fi by multiplying by an 
integer, say yk by m and 8” by n. Let m - 1 = rpe and n - 1 = spf where p 
does not divide rs. Since 
we have 
U(yk - m) + U(Sk - n) C V 
pee, = p%f3 = 0, 
ke; = rp*& , 
pfe, = pfiT2 = 0, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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and 
kEl = spfq ) (4) 
where we have also used that U IS a p-group to remove certain 7 and s. Suppose 
i&l =pi> l.Thenby(2)wehavej& =p e+i. Hence JY+~ divides pf by (3) 
and e + i < f. A similar computation of 1 ~a /yieldsf + i < e. These inequalities 
are incompatible, so &r = 0. That is Ke, E V. 
Remark 3. Actually Roseblade in [5] would not require arbitrary abelian 
groups I’ to simplify his argument, but merely ones that acted rationally 
irreducibly on U. It is quite possible with this extra condition that tt, = (0). 
Certainly the following implies that a counterexample cannot be constructed 
along the lines of Theorem 3. 
Let U be a free abelian group of rank n and r an abelian completely Q-reducible 
group of automorphisms of U. 
(a) If r is any positive integer then n V = (0) where V ranges over all 
r-submodules of U such that U/V is cyclic of prime order not dividing 7. 
(b) For infinztely many przmes p we have r) V = (0) where V ranges over all 
T-submodules of U such that U/V is a cyclic p-group. 
Proof. Identify Aut U and GL(n, Z). The eigenvalues of the elements of r 
are all integral over Z so there exists a ring D of integers of some algebraic 
number field K Galois over Q and some x E GL(n, K) such that rx C Diag(n, D). 
There exists a non-zero element h of D such that for R = D[h-l] we have 
x E GL(n, Ii). Note that almost all primes of D survive in R. 
U 4 U & R = OF=, eiR where each eiR is a r-module. Now infinitely 
many primes of H split completely in D (e.g., [3, 9.1 .l]), and almost all of these 
do not divide r and survive in R. Thus there exists an infinite set v of absolutely 
unramified maximal ideals of R such that for each p E rr we have that R/p is 
a prime field of order prime to r. 
(4 f-&n P = @I since R is a Dedekind domain. Each e,p for p E rr is 
r-invariant and e,R/e,p is cyclic of prime order prime to r. Part (a) follows. 
(b) Let p E v and set p n Z = pz. Since p is unramified p = pR. Then 
pi n Z = pi;2 and / RIpi 1 = pi. Thus Ripi g h/p%? is a cyclic p-group. Also 
fii=r pi = (0). Finally the elements of QT lie over infinitely many primes of H 
and the result follows. 
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